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About This Game

Has the Saint of legend come to this mountain village to bring salvation... or to bring the end? An occult suspense 3D
novel game, and a tale that can be experienced through either traditional cinematic storytelling, or with new VR

technology. 

The newest title from CAVYHOUSE, developers of "This Starry Midnight We Make" and "Forget Me Not: My Organic
Garden", and localized by Carpe Fulgur, the translators of both "TSMWM" and titles such as "Recettear".

Our story takes place in Daiusu Village, an isolated hamlet in Japan built by persecuted Christians. But the Shogunate has given
way to the Meiji Restoration, and now the villagers have built a great church and hope to bring new life to their village.

Hamomoru Tachibana, our protagonist, visits Daiusu to catalogue its local history and folk tales.

A peaceful village, striving to enter the modern world and remember its past. However, one day a figure appears who seems to
be none other than the Saint of the old village legends, and the village changes immediately. The villagers worship the Saint, and

Hamomoru does not know how to respond. Are the Saint's "miracles" real? And what of these people who claim to be "of the
Dead"? We hope you will experience Daiusu Village, and its most curious tale, manifested in 3D.

The game client supports both traditional rendered Cinematic Mode, in either windowed or full screen modes, or VR Novel
Mode. You can choose your preferred viewing mode when starting the game. The VR Novel is a new form for novel games. The

player can, for the first time, experience events from the middle of the stage as the action happens all around them. Enjoy a
world of dark folklore, drawn in a fantastical style! The demo version contains the several in-game days of our story.
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Title: The Midnight Sanctuary Demo
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
CAVYHOUSE
Publisher:
Carpe Fulgur
Release Date: 1 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1/8.1/10

Processor: Third generation (Ivy Bridge) Intel Core processor or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11-compatible graphic card

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0-compatible sound device

English,Japanese
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